Fire pottery AND glass in Paragon’s
multi-purpose cone 10 kilns

Janus-24
24” wide x 22 ½” deep
15” high interior

Janus-1613
16 ½” wide
13 ¼” deep
8-sided interior

Janus-23
22 ½” wide
20 ¼” deep
10-sided interior

P

aragon Janus-series kilns can fire
both pottery and glass. Heating elements are mounted in the top and sidewalls. Imagine the exciting pieces you
could make in a Janus kiln.

Selection switch
Select between glass and pottery with
the flip of a switch. With the switch in the
glass position, heat comes from the top elements and the middle sidewall element.
With the switch in the pottery position,
heat comes from only the sidewall elements.
In the glass mode, fuse and sag large
glass projects placed on a single shelf. In
the pottery mode, fire to cone 10. You can
also fire several shelves of smaller glass
pieces using the pottery mode.

Pinless top elements
The elements in the lid/roof are
mounted in a firebrick “ball” groove that
eliminates element pins. The element coils
are wider than the groove opening, so the
elements stay in place without pins. The
groove dissipates heat efficiently.

Janus-27
28” wide
22 ¼” deep
12-sided interior

The Janus-24 has elements in the
top, sides, back, and door. The
top elements use our pinless firebrick groove.

• Glass/pottery selection switch
The lids on the Janus-23 and Janus-27 • 3” insulating refractory firebrick walls
top-loading kilns are easy to lift with the • Janus-24: Operate the door latch with

Unique spring-assisted lid

exclusive, patented Paragon spring counter-balance. A truss permits the lid to
float, allowing for expansion of the lid.
This promotes the long life of the bricks.
(Ask competitors if their lids have these
features.) Lift the lid with only 13 pounds
of pressure.

2” blank top bricks
For easier maintenance, we use 2” high
blank wall bricks in the top row of the Janus-23 and Janus-27. Since the brick is
without element grooves, it is less susceptible to damage during loading.

Easy-access control box
The patented control box on the Janus-23 and Janus-27 opens forward for
easy maintenance. A folding support arm
holds the box in the open position.

one hand.
• Sidewall elements in dropped, recessed
brick grooves are easy to replace.
• Tapered peepholes for a wide view
• A steel floor pan supports the entire brick
bottom of each kiln.
• One year limited warranty
• Available in 240, 200, 208, or 380 volt, 50
or 60 hertz, single or 3 phase.
• Since Janus kilns are designed for porcelain, they also easily fire ceramics,
china paint, decals, gold and, of course,
glass.
• The Sentry controller is mounted at the
top of the switch box for comfortable operation. Ask about the AOP vent, which
controls the KilnVent. Choose to automatically turn off the vent at firing maturity
or at the end of cooling.

For more details, see your nearest Paragon dealer, or call for a free catalog.

Other Features
• Digital Sentry 2.0: Cone-Fire with
programmed slow cooling and
20-Segment Ramp-Hold. Manufactured by the Orton Ceramic Foundation exclusively for Paragon.

Why buy two when one will do?

2011 South Town East Blvd.
Mesquite, Texas 75149-1122
800-876-4328 / 972-288-7557
Toll Free Fax 888-222-6450
www.paragonweb.com
info@paragonweb.com

oliday
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Selected
Magazines
only $19.95
for 12 issues

DOLLS Magazine
The very best information you
can get about doll collecting

Doll Crafter &
Costuming
Everything you need to know
to create wonderful dolls and
doll clothing

Teddy Bear Review
Explore the wonderful world of collectible
teddy bears and plush animals

Fired Arts & Crafts
The monthly guide to creating kiln-fired
works of art, for the beginner to the expert

The Crafts Report
Business ideas to make arts and crafts
professionals more profitable

Double or
triple the value!
• Order 24 or 36 issues at
less than $1.67 an issue!
• The digital edition will be
included free to all orders
with e-mail addresses
• New or renewal

Order online now at
www.jonespublishing.com
or call toll-free at
(800) 331-0038
Use promotion code H93324
Jones Publishing, Inc., PO Box 5000, Iola, WI, 54945
Note: Canada/Mexico add $20/year postage.
Other international orders add $30/year postage
Free e-mail delivery available for all non-USA orders with
the digital edition (Doll Crafter & Costuming not available in
digital format). Call (715) 445-5000 to order.
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EDITOR’S

letter

Happy New Year!
Another new year is upon us—already! For me New Year’s is
all about taking time to both look back and to look forward.
This past year been a year of change and transition for me
personally and professionally, and it has also been a year of
transformation for Fired Arts & Crafts itself. In the last year I
became more settled into my new career as an editor, and in
the fall, shortly after beginning my second year as editor, I
was given a second title, Doll Crafter & Costuming. As a magazine, Fired Arts &
Crafts has also gone through a year of change and transition. With a new editor at the helm, the magazine took on a slightly different look and direction. At
the beginning of 2009, an informal readership survey was conducted, the results of which became the driving force as to the content the magazine would
offer. We hope to offer the same survey in the February, March and April 2010
issues of the magazine. Throughout the year, I was also able to build on to the
list of contributors for Fired Arts & Crafts, this is another thing I hope to continue
to do into the next year. This summer, we partnered with Clay Magic to do a
mold giveaway, I’m happy to announce the winner of the giveaway was Phyllis Paige of Rock Ledge, Florida. And in 2009, Fired Art & Crafts got its very own
fan page on Facebook; at last count we have 120 fans of our page! Also, at the
end of 2009 we introduced the digital edition of Fired Arts & Crafts. What’s
ahead for Fired Arts & Crafts in the next year? Well, I’m hoping by this time next
year, our Web site will have undergone a dramatic transformation, and I know
there will be many more delights in the year ahead.

Publisher Ryan Jones, ext. 145
ryanj@jonespublishing.com

Editor Heidi Heideman, ext. 150
heidih@jonespublishing.com

Graphic Designer Clay Miller

Advertising Manager Tina Ellingson, ext. 146
tinae@jonespublishing.com

Advertising Assistant Tess Jacobson, ext. 131
tessj@jonespublishing.com

Production Team Jean Barth & Cindy Boutwell

Staff Photographers Sarah Gloystein Peterson
Mark Hurt

Circulation Goldie Mortenson, ext. 1
goldiem@jonespublishing.com

Specialty Shop Sales Virginia Adams, ext. 128
virginiaa@jonespublishing.com

Marketing Manager William Bright, ext. 130
billb@jonespublishing.com

Happy New Year!

Jones Publishing, Inc.
P.O. Box 5000 • Iola, WI 54945
(800) 331-0038, (715) 445-5000
Fax: (715) 445-4053
www.jonespublishing.com

Heidi Heideman

Unsolicited manuscripts and materials will be returned
only if accompanied with sufficient return postage.

Gallery

calendar
See your project pictured in the Fired Arts & Crafts Gallery! Send me an image
of your piece. Projects of all media are accepted. Digital images must be 300 dpi
resolution and measure 3 inches by 5 inches. Low-resolution images such as
those used for the Internet must measure four times that size, or 12 by 20 inches.
March: St. Patrick’s Day Theme

Deadline: January 5, 2010

April: Spring Theme

Deadline: February 2, 2010

May: Garden Theme

Deadline: March 2, 2010

Address submissions to Fired Arts & Crafts Gallery, P.O. Box 5000, Iola, WI
54945-5000, or e-mail heidih@jonespublishing.com with your name and
“Gallery” in the subject line. Include the theme, materials used, and your
name with the submission. Submission does not guarantee publication.
Please refer to the image requirements above to avoid elimination because the
image does not meet print requirements.
6 Fired Arts & Crafts • www.firedartsandcrafts.com
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q&a

q
a

Why is drying time between coats of underglaze colors
or glazes stressed in written directions?
Ignoring direction recommending allowing the ware to
dry between coats of color or glaze will result in what
are called “starved areas.” This simply means the coating of color or glaze was not thick enough in those
areas. Allowing ample drying between coats of underglaze or glaze is critical to success with these products.
If a second coat of color or glaze is applied over a coat
of the same material that is not dry, the brush will not
allow more color or glaze, but will actually move or remove the damp areas of the prior coat.

q
a

How can you tell when the applied color is dry enough
to accept another coat?
If the piece is cool to the touch, the applied material is
not dry. It’s a good idea to allow too much drying time
rather than not enough.

q

Why do articles often tell us to fire earthenware greenware items such as boxes, teapots, canisters and other
covered pieces with the covers of those pieces in place?

a

Earthenware greenware can sometimes be a bit contrary
and manage to do things one might not expect. One of
them is to warp, or go out of shape, during their first journey to the kiln. Although round, open items like bowls are
especially prone to this, any container-type of piece may
do the same. One of the chief causes for this can be the
piece’s location in the kiln, where one of its sides is nearer
to the heating elements than the other.
Be sure pieces with covers have those covers in
place for bisque firing. The covers, being more stable
than the open containers, will prevent the warping
which could occur if the piece is fired without the lid.

q
a

What if the piece is a bowl shape and does not have a cover?
Set a greenware plate or similar piece on top of the bowl
for firing. This will serve the same purpose as a lid.

Now, You Can Find
It All Right Here!
www.evansceramics.com
www.starlitemolds.com
One of the most comprehensive
selections of pottery molds, equipment
and supplies available.
Everything for schools, art centers,
finishedware and bisque producers,
studios and hobbyists.
1518 S. Washington • Wichita, KS 67211
phone: 316-262-3350 • fax: 316-262-1396
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Metal Clay

lesson plan

Ring in the New Year

H

istorically, bells have been used to commemorate special moments, celebrate occasions, or announce important people.
Ancient bells were intended to be heard for
miles, and were rung to announce major events
such as the arrival of a dignitary or impending attack by
rival armies. Most often, bells signify positivity, freedom, or
peace. In these fashions, bells are usually large and
mounted within towers (as with churches or town bells).

8 Fired Arts & Crafts • www.firedartsandcrafts.com

By Katie Baum and Carol Babineau

Hand bells, such as these featured projects, were introduced
through the early Christian church as a means of personal
worship during certain services, but have evolved to become common musical instruments. Most recently, small
bells have been used as symbols for love and hope, and are
often personalized and given as wedding or housewarming gifts. We hope you enjoy crafting these tiny personal
bells, and that you ring them in the spirit of creative inspiration and great expectations of artwork to come.

Metal Clay

1

Lesson Plan

2

Objectives
• Use cork clay to create a hollow form
• Use silver clay to make a dimensional, functional
piece of fine art
• Combine media to build moving parts for a fully
functional instrument
Materials
Metal Clay: By Art Clay World, USA
25-40 grams Art Clay Silver Slow Dry Silver Clay
Art Clay Silver Syringe-Type Silver Clay
Art Clay Silver Paste-Type Silver Clay

Step 1 Create the form for the bell using Cork Clay. The
form should be no smaller than 1¼ inches tall, at least 1
inch in diameter at the bottom base, and a least ¼ inch in
diameter at the top for a triangular bell (shown). For a more
rounded bell, create a form no smaller than 1 inch in diameter at the base, but straight up the sides and gently
rounded at the top. At this smallest size, about a total of 25
grams of Silver Clay will be used; making the form larger
will increase the amount of clay necessary for the overall
project. Insert a toothpick into the center bottom of the
Cork-Clay form, push the opposite end into a chunk of foam
block, and allow the form to dry completely.
Step 2 Once dry, wrap the form with plastic cling wrap
to keep it from bonding with the clay that will make the inside surface of the bell.
Step 3 Condition a Non-Stick Work Surface, Roller, and
your hands with olive oil. Use the Graduated Slats as guides
to roll 15 grams of Silver Clay to a thickness of 1millmeter.
(Store any opened, but unused, clay immediately in cling
wrap with a wet paper towel around it.) Trim the clay to a
shape 1¼ inches tall, with a curved bottom, rounded sides,
and three triangles cut out of the top. For a triangular bell,

3

Tools: By Art Clay World, USA
Non-Stick Work Surface
Graduated Rolling Slats
Roller
Craft Knife or Tissue Blade
Rubber-Tipped Sculpting Tool
Sanding Pads (600-1500 grit)
Snake Roller or Extruding Tool
Needle Tool (or other point-tipped tool)
Wire Cutters
2 Large Fine Silver Screw Eyes (alternate option to wire
and jump ring)
Brass Brush
Jeweler’s Polishing Papers
Tumbler
Stainless Steel Shot
Ceramic Tumbling Media
Liver of Sulfur Patina
Polishing Papers
Brand of Choice:
Round-Nosed Pliers
Food Dehydrator or Candle Warmer
Small Paintbrush
Miscellaneous: by Art Clay World, USA
Cork Clay
Texture Sheet (or a rubber stamp)
5.5mm Jump Ring
2" of 12-Gauge Fine Silver Wire
Fiber Firing Blanket
Fiber Firing Board
Polishing Cloth
Jewelry-Grade Silver Polish
Brand of Choice:
Toothpick
3" Square Foam Block
Cling Wrap
Olive Oil
Paper Towel
1½" 16-Gauge Fine Silver Wire,
Liquid Dish Soap
Baking Soda
Kiln Requirements:
Electric, Digitally Programmable
Capable of holding 1,472ºF for at least 30 min.
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4

6

the triangles should be shorter with steeper sides (shown);
for a rounded bell the triangles will be taller with more gently sloped edges.
Step 4 Shape the clay to the bell, trimming any extra and
immediately placing it in the cling wrap with the rest of the
temporarily stored Silver Clay. Use Syringe-Type Silver to fill
in any noticeable seams or openings in the Silver Clay, and
use a moistened Rubber-Tipped Tool to smooth all edges.
Step 5 Allow the clay to set and become firm. Remove the
piece gently from the Clay-Cork form, and place it in a food
dehydrator or on a candle warmer to dry thoroughly. Once
dry, if necessary, fill any visible cracks or seams with Syringe-Type Clay and smooth with a moist paintbrush, re-dry.
Step 6 Condition either a Texture Sheet or rubber stamp
with olive oil. Roll out a portion of the remaining clay to a
thickness of 1 millimeter. Place the rolled clay on top of the
Texture Sheet, and use ¾-millimeter Graduated Slats (.75)
on the Texture Sheet as guards, and roll the clay again. This
embeds the design into the clay while preventing it from
becoming too thin. Trim out the bits that will be used on
the bell as embellishments.
Step 7 Use Syringe-Type Silver to adhere the clay
cutouts to the bell. Use a moistened paintbrush to smooth

9

10
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7

all edges and help the edges appear rounded. Dry the
bell completely.
Step 8 Sand all over the bell with Sanding Pads. Begin
with 600-grit pads and progress to 1200-grit, so the entire
surface is smooth.
Step 9 With part of the remaining clay, use a Snake
Roller or an Extruding Tool to create a long coil. Attach the
coil to the bottom of the bell with a moderate line of Syringe-Type Silver. Use a Craft Knife to cut the coil at an
angle, and more Syringe-Type Silver to fill and smooth the
seam of the coil. Dry completely. Once the coil is dried in
place, fill any visible seams—including the seam visible from
the very bottom of the bell—with Syringe-Type Clay and redry. Sand the coil area smooth.
Step 10 Roll or extrude a slightly smaller coil and apply
to the top area of the bell in the same manner as before.
Use a Needle Tool to make little dot indentations in the coil
for decoration. Dry; fill seams, re-dry, and sand as before.
Step 11 Repeat steps 9-10, placing a second coil just
above each the first coils (optional, shown).
Step 12 The clapper will be formed from a combination
of silver clay and wire. Make a hook eye on one end of a
1½-inch piece of 16-gauge fine silver wire. File the other

12

end of the wire smooth. Add a Jump Ring to the hook eye
of the wire. Mar the filed end of the wire with Wire Cutters,
creating grooves.
Step 13 With Silver Clay, roll a small ball the size of a
pea. Cut this in half. Trap the grooved end of the wire between the halves of silver clay, using plenty of Syringe-Type
Silver to make the pieces stick. Smooth the seam with a
moist paintbrush, and dry the clapper thoroughly. Once dry,
use a Sanding Pad to smooth the clapper, filling major
cracks with Paste or Syringe-Type and drying again.
Step 14 Moisten the inside top of bell with water and
apply a generous amount of Syringe-Type Silver. Tap the
Syringe into the top of the bell with a moist paintbrush,
packing and smoothing silver. Insert the
Fine Silver Jump Ring two thirds into the
13
Syringe-Type Silver, careful not to let it
shift position after embedment. Smooth the
Silver through and around the Jump Ring,
and dry fully. Once dry, be sure the clapper
moves freely on its wire-and-Jump Ring
attachment. (As an alternative to the wirehook clapper: Roll an elongated teardrop of
Silver Clay to two thirds the height of the
bell. Embed a Fine-Silver Screw Eye into
the tapered end of the clay, dry, and
smooth. Embed a second Fine-Silver Screw
Eye into the inside top of the bell. In this
case, the clapper will be attached to the bell
15
after firing, though the clapper will be fired
in the kiln at the same time as the bell.)
Step 15 Form a ring for the top of the
bell using the 12-Gauge Fine Silver Wire.
Apply a large amount of Syringe-Type Silver to the top outside part of the bell. Place
the Large Jump Ring into this SyringeType pile, with the ring opening down
and embedded into the Syringe-Type Silver. Dry well; and sand smooth. (For a
straight handle, roll or extrude a thick coil.
Dry completely, sand smooth, and attach
it to the bell with copious amounts of Syringe Type, holding the handle in place
until it is set enough to keep itself upright.
Dry and smooth.)
Step 16 Place a small amount of Firing
Blanket around the clapper inside the bell,
to help prevent the bell from warping during firing. Do not stuff the blanket, but
rather gently hold the clapper still with just
enough blanket to loosely fill the bell. Center the bell on a Firing Board. Fire the bell

in a kiln set to ramp full-speed to 1,472ºF for 30 minutes.
Cool to room temperature. Quench-cooling is not recommended, but the bell can be removed from the kiln as soon
as firing is complete to expedite its cooling.
Step 17 Lightly polish the fired bell with wet Polishing Paper or a Brass Brush. Tumble the bell, clapper attached, with Stainless Steel Shot to harden, then in
Ceramic Tumbling Media to create a soft finish. Clean the
bell with baking soda paste and water, and Polish with
Jewelry-Grade Silver Polish. If desired – and before polishing with silver polish- dip the bell into Liver of Sulfur
Patina. Polish off excess Patina leaving only the dark
color in the nooks and crannies. FAC
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Brushwork

lesson plan

Winter Snowman
Series, #2
By David Hoff

S

tep 1 Carefully clean and sponge the ware removing any imperfections.
Step 2 If desired, basecoat the ware
with three coats of Arctic White.
Step 3 Transfer design from the provided pattern onto the ware using clay carbon and a red pencil. Be
careful not to score the ware.
Step 4 Place the EZ-Strokes as needed on the palette
and thin only if necessary with water or Thin ‘n Shade.
Step 5 Block-in the Stars with three thin coats of Lotus
Yellow, using the #2 Detail.
Step 6 Load #10 Shader with White and corner-load
with Periwinkle; pat-blend on palette. Shade the outer edge
12 Fired Arts & Crafts • www.firedartsandcrafts.com

of the snowman, next to the scarf and under the hatband.
Keep the color soft.
Step 7 With the #2/0 Detail, block-in the stripes on hat
with Irish Green and Neon Red.
Step 8 With a #6 or #8 Shader, block-in scarf with two
thin coats of Forget-Me-Not Blue. Keep the color as smooth
as possible and work each segment of the scarf.
Step 9 Corner-load a #6 Shader with Ruby Red, and
float-in cheeks below the eyes.
Step 10 Block-in the carrot nose with two thin coats of
Sierra Yellow and add a wash of this color on the stars.
Step 11 Load a #2/0 Detail with Passion Red and accent-shade each Neon Red stripe with fine-blended lines.

Step 12 Load a #2/0 Detail with Ivy Green and accentshade the Irish Green stripes with fine lines, feathering the
color in place.
Step 13 Load a #2/0 Detail with Neon Orange and shade
the carrot. Also, add some of this color to the stars.
Step 14 Using a #1 Liner loaded with Sienna Brown,
side-loaded in Medium Mahogany and French Brown. Pullin the two branches for arms, working from the shoulders
to the finger tips. The color should be variegated and look
light and dark.
Step 15 Using the #6 Shader, block-in the shoes with
one coat of Sienna Brown, keeping the color smooth, and
allow the color to dry.
Step 16 Load #8 Shader with Forget-Me-Not-Blue, sideload with Denim Blue, and pat-blend on the palette. shade
the scarf with the Denim Blue to the scarf’s outer edge. Blend
the colors to create a smooth appearance. Work-in sections
of the scarf. Downsize the Shader to a #6 if needed.
Step 17 Load a #1 Liner with both Irish and Ivy Greens
and pull-in the fringe to the ends of the scarf.
Step 18 Shade the shoes as follows:
• Load the #6 Shader with Sienna Brown, corner-load with
Medium Mahogany and shade the outer edges of both
shoes, keeping the lighter tone to the middle of the shoe.
• Float-in French Brown to the heel and toe sections of
the shoe.
• Detail and shade the shoes with fine lines of French Brown.
• The sole of shoe is blocked-in with Cobalt Jet Black,
using a brush of choice.
Step 19 With #1 Liner loaded in thinned Cobalt Jet
Black, detail shoes, and add shoe string loops and ties. Also,
accent the outline of each shoe. Place tiny dots on the toe
of the shoe.
Step 20 Detail and outline stars, stems to stars and rope
to ornaments with French Brown.
Step 21 With a Shader loaded and tipped in all of the
browns, work horizontally and add shadows under the
shoes and under the star plants.
Step 22 With a #1 Liner loaded in thinned Ivy Green,
pull-in the scroll ornaments. Add Ivy Green spikes from the
outer edge of scroll ornaments.
Step 23 The Christmas ornaments can be decorated
using the various colors used in the design. For this piece
the ornaments were painted as follows with a #2/0 Detail:
• Neon Red and Passion Red for Candy Cane and red
stripes on the red and orange ornament.
• Forget-Me-Not-Blue and Denim Blue for the
pointed ornament.
• Irish Green and Ivy Green for green stripes on one
round ornament.
• Sierra Yellow and Poppy Orange for the orange stripes
on red and orange ornament.

Brushwork
Lesson Plan

Objectives
• Use basic brushstrokes on a greenware piece
• Create gradual transitions from color to color
• Work with fired colors
Materials
Mold or Greenware: Brand of Choice
Suitable Greenware, if desired basecoat Arctic White
Cover-Coat on the piece.
Color: By Duncan
Cover-Coat Opaque Underglazes
101 Arctic White
103 Lotus Yellow
E-Z Stroke Translucent Underglazes
003 Irish Green
005 Sierra Yellow
006 Forget-me-not Blue
008 Ruby Red
010 French Brown
011 Sienna Brown
012 Cobalt Jet Black
013 White
033 Ivy Green
038 Medium Mahogany
041 Denim Blue
065 Periwinkle Blue
075 Passion Red
104 Neon Orange
106 Neon Red
Envision Glaze
1001 Clear
Brushes: By Duncan
BR 520 #2 Detail
SB 801 #2/0 Detail
SB 802 #1 Liner
SB 807 #6 Glaze Fan
SB 809 #6 Shader
SB 810 #10 Shader
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Tools: By Duncan
TL 401 Cleanup Tool
TL 420 Palette Knife
Brand of Choice:
Dremel Tool
Sponge
Miscellaneous: By Duncan
Thin ‘n Shade
Brand of Choice:
Pair of Good Scissors
6" Glazed Tiles (2)
Paper Towels
Water Bowl
Clay Carbon
Red Pencil
Contact the Artist
David Hoff
1591 S. Timmy Ave.
Fresno, CA 93727
(559) 456-4726
(559) 456-8832 FAX
dhhoff@pacbell.net
www.DavidHoff.com

Step 24 To the end of Ivy Green spikes, add tiny dots with
handle of the brush, with any of the colors used in the design.
Step 25 Using the #2/0 Detail, add Passion Red and Ivy
Green stripes to the socks.
Step 26 Loading the #1 Liner with thinned Cobalt Jet
Black, detail everything with fine, broken lines. These details
include: buttons, eye, hat, hatband, hat snowball, branches
for arms, scarf and any other areas needing accenting.
Step 27 Sign the piece.
Step 28 Bisque-fire to shelf cone 04.
Step 29 Use a damp sponge to remove any firing dust.
Step 30 Apply two flowing coats of Envision Clear to the
entire piece. The first coat is applied full strength with a Glaze
Fan. The second coat is also applied with a Glaze Fan, but is
slightly thinned and applied after the first coat has dried.
Step 31 Stilt and glaze fire to shelf cone 06.
Step 32 Remove stilt marks and enjoy. FAC
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Pattern shown at 100%
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Mold Cast

lesson plan

Winter
Games
by Tammy Swords

Which way to the ski slopes?
These snowmen are enjoying
their winter games.

S

tep 1 Scrape the seams off the greenware with
a Cleanup Tool, and Sand them with a Grit
Pad. Wipe the imperfections off the seam
area with a lightly moistened Silk Sponge.
Take care not to dissolve the detail.
Step 2 Fire the pieces to cone 04.
Step 3 Using the size Filbert affording the most control in
each area, paint as follows:
• All flesh areas of the snowmen, the bands on both
hats and the inset part of the snowshoes—Buttermilk
• Snowboarding snowman: Large part of the hat, cuffs
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on shoes, mittens, fringe on scarf, buttons and snowboard—Winter Blue
• Snowshoeing snowman: Scarf and shoes—Winter Blue
• Snowboarding snowman: Scarf and shoes—Pistachio Mint
• Snowshoeing snowman: Large part of the hat, mittens, fringe on scarf and cuffs on shoes—Pistachio Mint
• Outside of the snowshoes and the band on the
goggles—Moss Pearl
• The lens of the goggles—Lamp (Ebony) Black
Step 4 Let dry completely and seal with Porcelain Mist.
Step 5 Antique the entire area of both snowmen but not the

Mold Cast
Lesson Plan

Objectives
• Clean and detail greenware.
• Work with non-fired finishes.
• Paint, drybrush and antique the piece.
Materials
Molds: By MadeinFire (Available through Starlite)
2272 Snowman on Snowboard
2274 Snowman with Snowshoes
Color: By DecoArt
Americana Acrylics
• DA01 Snow (Titanium White)
• DA03 Buttermilk
• DA067 Lamp (Ebony) Black
• DA068 Slate Grey
• DA110 Blush Flesh
• DA190 Winter Blue
• DA225 Ultramarine Blue
• DA246 Moss Pearl
• DA253 Pistachio Mint
• DS51 Antiquing Medium
Tools: By National Artcraft
271-011-04 Cleanup Tool
309-005-00 Grit Pad
295-026-06 Silk Sponge
271-046-03 Stylus Tool
Brushes: By Royal & Langnickel Brush Mfg.
R4170 size 2, 4 and 6 Majestic Filberts
R4585 size 10/0 Majestic Script Liner
R4595 size 10/0 Majestic Short Liner
R4700 size 1" Majestic Glaze Wash
R9325 size 0, 2, 4 and 6 Crafters Choice White Bristle Round

snowboard. Mix Slate Grey with the Antiquing Medium according to the manufacturer’s directions. Working in small
areas, apply the mixture to the piece with the 1-Inch Glaze
Wash. Wipe it back with a piece of clean T-shirt fabric,
and leave the mixture in the crevices. Wipe back with a
dampened sponge. Let dry completely, and spray with
Porcelain Mist.
Step 6 Using the size drybrush affording the most control in an area, drybrush in the following order:
• Flesh areas of the snowmen and the hatbands—Buttermilk
• Snowboarding snowman: Large part of his hat, cuffs on the

Miscellaneous: By Martha Stewart Crafts
Aquamarine Crystal Glitter
Blue Topaz Glitter
Glittering Glue
By National Artcraft
345-009-00 Porcelain Mist
Kiln Requirements
• Large enough to accomodate the pieces
• Capable of firing to cone 04
Contact the Artist
Tammy Swords
107 Main Street
Ashford, AL 36312
(334) 899-7274
Tammy59@graceba.net
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shoes, mittens, fringe on scarf, buttons and snowboard —
Winter Blue
• Snowshoeing snowman: Scarf and shoes—
Winter Blue
• Highlight the Winter Blue areas with the same brush
dipped into Buttermilk
• Snowboarding snowman: Scarf and shoes—
Pistachio Mint
• Snowshoeing snowman: Large part of hat, mittens,
fringe on scarf and cuffs on shoes—Pistachio Mint
• Highlight the Pistachio Mint areas with the same
brush dipped into Buttermilk
• Flesh areas of the snowmen—Snow (Drybrush until
their skin is white and smooth.)
• Dip the same brush into Blush Flesh, and use this
mixture to apply a blush to the snowmen’s cheeks,
noses, elbows and bottoms.
Step 7 Use a stylus to apply Buttermilk dots on the mittens. Let them dry completely before going to the next step.
Step 8 With a pencil, lightly draw “Xs” around
the hatband of the Snowshoeing Snowman, creating a
diamond pattern.
Step 9 Using a size 2 Filbert, paint the diamonds,
alternating between Winter Blue and Pistachio Mint.
Step 10 With the 10/0 Script Liner, paint diagonal stripes on the snowboarding snowman’s hatband. Again, alternate every other diagonal stripe
with Winter Blue and Pistachio Mint.
Step 11 Using the 10/0 Short Liner, paint the
iris of the eye Ultramarine Blue and let dry. Use
the Short Liner to put a Winter Blue highlight in
this area.
Step 12 Next, use the Short Liner to paint the
pupil of the eye Lamp (Ebony) Black. Let this dry
completely and put a small White dot in the pupil.
Step 13 Using the 10/0 Script Liner and Lamp
(Ebony) Black thinned with water to the consistency
of ink, outline the eye and paint the eyelashes.
Step 14 Spray with Porcelain Mist.
Step 15 Using a 10/0 Script Liner, paint the
edges of the snowshoes, snowshoes strings and the
threads on the buttons with Moss Pearl.
Step 16 Again using the 10/0 Script Liner and
Moss Pearl, paint stitching around the diamonds on
the hatband.
Step 17 Paint streaks across the lens of the goggles using the 10/0 Script Liner and Snow.
Step 18 Using the Glittering Glue, trace the Pistachio Mint lines on the hatband of the snowboarding snowman. Shake Aquamarine Crystal
glitter onto these lines. Let dry.
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Technique Tip:
When deciding where to highlight, pick an area that
stands out—high areas of the hats or around the
edges of the shoes, etc.

Step 19 Apply the glue in a swirl on the snowshoeing
snowman’s hat. Shake Blue Topaz glitter on these lines.
Let dry.
Step 20 Draw swirls onto the snowboarding snowman’s
hat. Shake the Aquamarine Crystal glitter onto these lines.
Let dry.
Step 21 With glue, draw a star shape onto two of the
green diamonds. Shake the Blue Topaz glitter onto the glue.
Let dry.
Step 22 Draw ruffled lines on both ends of the snowboard with the glue. Shake the Aquamarine Crystal glitter
onto these lines. Let dry.
Step 23 Dust off the excess glitter. FAC

Brushwork

lesson plan

Frosty

T

Box

his fun project was inspired by Paula McCoy’s
Snowbody’s Home class in a bag. It is a great gift as
well as fun class project for kids and adults.
Step 1 Clean greenware in the usual manner and
fire to cone 04.
Step 2 Center the pattern and trace just the nose of the snowman onto the box using a watercolor marker and tissue paper.
Step 3 Create a wash for the bottom and sides of the box
and the sides of the lid starting with a puddle of water and
adding a touch of Parchment and stir with Sumi that will
be used to apply the mix to create a transparent, watercolor-looking blend of Parchment.
Step 4 After mixing, wash the brush and blot the water

By Renee Gehman

Technique Tip:
When working with two colors, to fade one color into
another, load the brush with water and work the
overlapping areas of color so they blend and gradually softly fade into one another.
out on a sponge or piece of paper toweling prior to applying color wash to prevent color from being too densely applied. Pick up the colorwash and apply it to the necessary
area. Always start with a small amount of color in the water
to create the wash. It is easier to add more color to make it
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Brushwork
Lesson Plan

Technique Tip:

Objectives
• Clean and detail greenware
• Work with fired finishes
• Blend colors to create a natural look

Allow the paint coats to dry completely: this will create a better finished product.

Materials
Mold: By Mayco
M1379 Round Box
Colors: By Colors for Earth
Color Strokes
CS602 White
CS606 Parchment
CS615 Red Orange
CS616 Orange
CS631 Rose Matters
CS641 Potters Blue
CS643 Dutch Blue
CS651 Cerulean Blue
CS661 Leaf Green
CS662 Vine Green
CS686 Burnt Sienna
Color Concentrates
CC101 Cobalt Black
Glazes
CG900 Crystal Clear
Brushes: By Colors for Earth
Sumi Brush Kit
• Large Sumi
• Medium Sumi
• Small Sumi
Mini Sumi
#6 Fan Brush
Stubby Brush
By Scharf:
Red Sable
#1 Liner
#6 Shader
#10 Shader
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darker, but harder to take the color off it is too dark.
Step 5 With Sumi Brush and color thinned to a wash,
apply color to area in a haphazard manner, moving the
brush back and forth in a crosshatch direction making Xs
with the brush or laying the brush on its side and patting it
down mooshing it, overlapping and keeping the strokes
tight and close together to create the watercolor look. Some
areas will be darker than others, creating highs and lows.
This technique can be used to gradually transition from one
color to another.
Step 6 With a ruler and light pencil lines, section the box
to create stripes around the outside edges of the lid and
sides of the box until there are 16 evenly spaced lines
around the edges of the lid and box.
Step 7 Center a #10 Shader loaded with Potters Blue and
pull-in the stripes; do this for three coats. Let dry between coats.
Step 8 Sponge the top of the box with two coats of White.
Let dry between coats. Sponge the whole lid except for the nose.
Step 9 After the White has dried, transfer the rest of the
pattern onto the lid.
Step 10 Basecoat the nose with three coats of Orange;
dry between coats.
Step 11 Shade the nose using a #6 Shader. Water-load
the brush and corner-in Red Orange. Float the color on the
bottom of the nose.
Step 12 Create the branch line using a #1 Liner and
slightly thinned Burnt Sienna.
Step 13 Load the #1 Liner with slightly thinned Leaf
Green and Vine Green to create fine lines for the pine boughs.
Step 14 Using a Small or Mini Sumi basecoat the top of
the eye with two coats of Cobalt Black. Finish the eyelashes
with one coat of slightly thinned Cobalt Black and a #1
Liner. Highlight the eye using a #1 Liner and White. Add
Cerulean Blue to the middle section of the eye.
Step 15 Create cheeks by pouncing with a Stubby
loaded with Rose Matters.
Step 16 Make a wavy line on top of the stripes using a
Writer-Tipped Bottle loaded with Dutch Blue.
Step 17 Finish any remaining detailing with a #1 Liner
and slightly thinned Cobalt Black.
Step 18 Apply two coats of Crystal Clear with a Fan
Brush. Allow to dry between coats.
Step 19 Stilt and fire to witness cone 06. FAC

Tools: Colors for Earth
Color Stroke Bottle
Writer Tip and Cap for Color Stroke Bottle
Brand of Choice:
Sponge
Cleanup Tool
Greenware Sander
Ruler
Miscellaneous: Brand of Choice
Tissue Paper
Watercolor Marker
Pencil
Paper Toweling
Kiln Requirements
• Large enough to accommodate the piece
• Capable of firing to cone 04
Contact the Artist
Renee Gehman
29 Main Street
Akron, PA 17501
(717) 859-5566
www.peggyandrenees.com
www.colorforearth.com
renee@peggyandrenees.com

About Color Strokes/PSP’s
Color Strokes/PSP’s are clay-based underglaze colors designed for bisque. While there are special techniques, the
main purpose is to add color to bisque by pattern, brushstrokes, three brushed-on coats for solid coverage or flooding
color for patterned base coats. Cover with Transparent or Clear Glaze by brushing or dipping and fire to cone 05-06.
Color Strokes/PSP’s can be used straight from the bottle in the following ways:
• One-stroke coverage on bisque
• Three or more coats can be applied for solid coverage to block in patterns on bisque
• Antiquing on bisque
• As a chalkboard finish if left unglazed
• Finger painting or hand printing on bisque
• Stamping, sponging, bubble painting
• Airbrushing (dilute 50/50 with water)
• With 2oz. bottles with Cap and Writer tips to do outlining, lettering, line work and flooding of color
• Majolica techniques over Ultra White Opaque Gloss Glaze
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Drybrushing

lesson plan

Polar
Bears
By Michele McNees
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S

tep 1 Cast the desired pieces from the molds
(or have them cast for you). If you are planning on cutting out any phrase or elements
and need to set the piece aside, place it in a
plastic bag. This will keep the piece damp, making
it easier to cut out the phrase or design. If simply drybrushing the polar bears, allow the piece to dry and skip down
to step 6.
Step 2 Prepare the pattern by using a photocopier with
reduce and enlarge functions to make it the desired size.
Additional stencils are available on Clay Magic’s Web site:
www.claymagicinc.com.
Step 3 Arrange the pattern as desired on the front of
the polar bear, and using a somewhat dull pencil or similar tool, trace the pattern onto the damp greenware leaving an indentation.
Step 4 Remove the pattern and neatly cut out the design and word or words with a craft knife. After all the cuts
are made, carefully remove the cut-out clay. Cut all necessary holes for lighting and electrical needs for the piece.
Step 5 Using a damp sponge, carefully clean up the design elements by wiping the edges smooth. Clean the inside
of the elements with a damp brush. Allow the piece to dry.

Drybrushing
Lesson Plan

Objectives
• Clean and detail greenware
• Paint, drybrush and antique a mold-cast piece
• Alter a mold-cast piece by cutting out design elements
Materials
Molds: By Clay Magic
2956 Bundle Up Sugar Polar Bear
2957 Bundle Salty Polar Bear
2958 Bundle Up Snowy Polar Bear
2959 Lg. Bundle Up Polar Bear
1123 Four Snowflakes
2850 Triple Snow Cliff
2851 Three Small Cliffs (to hang signs)
Colors: By Mayco
Softees Acrylic Stains
SS-51 Coral Rose
SS-100 Old World Santa
SS-130 Medium Gray
SS-132 Slate Gray
SS-135 White
SS-138 Flat Black
SS-173 Red
SS-179 Antique Red
SS-337 Dark Blue
SS-339 Navy
SS-356 Wedgewood Blue
Translucent Oil Stains:
TL-309 Golden Buckskin Twinkle
TL-310 Ginny Tan Twinkle
Brushes: By Mayco
AB-834 ¾" Basecoat
CB-110 #10/0 Liner
CB-404 #4 Pointed Round
CB-406 #6 Pointed Round
CB-408 #8 Pointed Round
RB-138 ⅜" Angled Shader
Brand of Choice:
Various-Sized Round Brushes
Various-Sized Round Drybrushes
Tools: Brand of Choice
Cleanup Tool
Greenware Sander
Craft Knife
Silk Sponge
Soft Cloth (T-shirt material)
Pencil
Miscellaneous: Brand of Choice
Solar Landscape Light
6” Threaded Pipe
Various Nuts and Washers
No-Sew Fleece
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Step 6 Clean the greenware well by carefully removing
the seamlines of the greenware using a cleanup tool, greenware sander and sponge in the usual manner. Sponge away
any imperfections, but be careful not to harm the detail or
the cut out areas of the piece.
Step 7 Allow the pieces to dry and fire to cone 04. Note:
Cut-out pieces will always be more fragile, even after the
items have been fired. Always be careful when handling
them and avoid holding or pressing cut-out areas.
Step 8 Add base-coat colors to the following areas:
Snowflakes and triple snow cliff—Navy Blue
Polar bears and snow on snow cliff—Wedgewood Blue
Step 9 Antique all the pieces using a 1-to-1 mix of Ginny
Tan Twinkle and Golden Buckskin Twinkle. Wipe off the
excess with a soft cloth.

Kiln Requirements:
• Large enough to accommodate the mold-cast pieces
• Capable of firing to cone 04
Contact the Artist
Michelle McNess
Clay Magic
PO Box 148
Rockwood, MI 48173
(734) 379-3400
(734) 379-4944 FAX
www.claymagicinc.com
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Step 10 Drybrush one coat of Wedgewood Blue to the polar bears and the snow
on the snow cliff. Continue drybrushing
using four to five coats of White or until the
desired effect is achieved.
Step 11 Drybrush snowflakes and snow
cliff with one coat of Navy, followed lightly
with one to two coats of Dark Blue. Continue
with one to two light coats of Wedgewood
Blue, highlight lightly with White. Continue
the tops of the snowflakes with several
more coats of White. Blush the polar bears’
cheeks lightly with Coral Rose.
Step 12 Basecoat the polar bears’ noses,
toenails and eyes with Flat Black.
Step 13 Drybrush the noses and toenails
with Slate Gray followed with Medium Gray
and White.
Step 14 Tie no-sew fleece around the
polar bears’ necks if desired. Secure solar
landscape lighting to the snow cliff using a 6inch threaded pipe, nuts and washers. FAC
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Drybrushing Instructions
by Julie Fulton

How to Drybrush
Drybrushing is a technique using a somewhat stiff, dry,
round-tipped brush. The brush is dipped in an opaque
acrylic color and then any excess color is removed
from the brush’s bristles by wiping it out of the brush
onto old blue jean material (or a similar material such
as a paper towel or piece of cardboard) until the brush
feels almost dry. After the basecoat is applied, (and if
required, antiqued) the desired areas are drybrushed
by painting with a soft back and forth motion until
there is an even, blended coat. If the paint from the
brush gets into the crevices of the detail, not enough
color has been removed from the brush. If this is the
case, simply remove more of the color from the brush
by wiping more color out on the blue jean material. If
the piece has little or no detail, leave more paint on
the brush to speed up the process.
Helpful Hints for Drybrushing
• Always use a dry drybrush.
• Do not dip the drybrush in water or clean it until the
section is complete.
• Use the same brush when going from one color to
another of the same hue (example: Chocolate
Fudge, Chocolate, Medium Mocha, Light Umber,
and Buttermilk). Go from one color to the next by
wiping the color out of the brush on a piece of material as before. This will help the colors blend for a
more natural look.
• Always use the appropriate-sized brush for the area
being painted.
• When the brushes wear out, throw them away or use
them for other purposes. It is important to have long
enough bristles to create the soft, even effect that
makes drybrushing so appealing.
• Do not be too rough when removing excess paint
from the brush. The brushes will last much longer if
the paint is wiped out gently.
• Everyone drybrushes differently to some extent, and
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colors will vary even though the same colors are
used. This is due to different amounts of color on the
brush and coats applied.
• Remember not to get discouraged if this is your first
attempt at drybrushing. This type of painting usually
doesn’t look finished until the final steps are completed and all the details are added.
How to Apply the Basecoat for Drybrushing
The basecoat is the opaque, acrylic water-based coat
of paint applied to the ceramic bisque using a mock
sable shader or an airbrush. Some instructions call for
different color basecoats on the same piece or for the
entire piece to be basecoated one color. Use the appropriate-sized square shader for the area. This coat of
paint is applied as smooth as possible, leaving no
lumps, bumps or ridges. Do not leave any bisque unpainted unless the next step is for the same area to be
antiqued. In that case, the antiquing will cover any bits
of unpainted bisque. For achieving the best results, especially on large areas, use an airbrush.
How to Antique
The antique is usually an oil-based translucent product
applied over the basecoat. Before it has time to dry, it
is wiped off of the piece using a soft cloth leaving the
antiquing in the detail and crevices. It is not always
necessary to antique the basecoat before drybrushing,
especially using darker basecoats such as Chocolate
Fudge or Black, although antiquing does give the piece
a richer look.
How to Shade
When a shaded effect is desired, use a wet angled
shader and a dab of paint on a ceramic glazed tile.
Slide only the tip of the shader into the paint. Test
the amount of paint on the brush on the tile before
shading the ceramic piece. The color should fade
gradually to water when drawing the brush.

Glass

lesson plan

Enchanted
Forest
By Jeanne Baruth
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Glass

Lesson Plan
Objectives
• Cut glass using simple techniques
• Fuse glass in a microwave kiln
• Create a design with dichroic glass
Materials
Glass: By Fuseworks
Red Dichroic Sheet
Confetti
Clear Sheet

C

olors dance and swirl on the surface of this
medallion like the Northern Lights in the
winter night sky. Make this mesmerizing pendant in an afternoon using the Fuseworks microwave kiln. Remember to wear safety glasses when
using glass-crafting tools, and always read and follow
kiln safety rules and warnings.
Step 1 Cut out two 1⅛-inch circles from the sheets of
glass, one from the Clear and the other from the Red Dichroic.
Step 2 Use the provided diagram and a glass cutter to cut
the red circle only into three pieces as shown.

Tools: By Fuseworks
Glass Cutter
Running Pliers
Cutting Wheel
Brand of Choice:
Pliers
Miscellaneous: By Fuseworks
Microwave Kiln
Kiln Paper
By Nunn Designs (www.nunndesigns.com):
CTC Antique Circle Copper Tag
By Oriental Trading:
4mm X 9mm Copper-Tone Metal Chain
By Eclectic Products
E-6000
Brand of Choice:
Permanent Marker
Kiln Shelf Paper
Hot Mitts
Paper Toweling
Lint-Free Cloth
Scissors
Kiln: By Fuseworks
• Microwave Kiln
• 800 WATT (or higher) microwave
Contact the Artist
Jeanne Baruth
Diamond Tech
5600 Airport Blvd, Suite C
Tampa, FL 33634
(800) 937-9593
www.DiamondTechCraft.com
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Step 3 Clean the glass using paper toweling moistened
with water. Completely dry the surface of the glass with a
lint-free cloth.
Step 4 Cut a 2-inch-by-2-inch piece of kiln shelf paper.
Remove the lid from the Microwave Kiln and place the kiln
paper onto the kiln base.
Step 5 Position the three pieces of Red Dichroic on the
kiln shelf paper forming a circle. Use the diagram to position
the pieces. Sprinkle small pieces of red, orange, yellow and
black confetti on top, and cover with the Clear circle.
Step 6 Carefully set the base with glass inside the microwave and cover with the Microwave Kiln lid. Fuse in a
1200 Watt microwave at 50% for 2 minutes, and 80% at
1½ minutes. If using a microwave with a lower wattage,
increase the power percentage but, keep the time consistent. Note: All microwave and kiln combinations will have
different firing patterns. Be sure to take careful notes and
log all fusing times for future use.
Step 7 After time is up, open microwave, and wearing
hot mitts, carefully lift the lid enough to inspect the fusing process. Glass is fused when the edges of the glass
are nicely rounded. If necessary, continue to microwave
the piece at 15-second increments until the desired results are achieved.

Step 8 Remove the Kiln from microwave using the hot
mitts and place it on a heat-resistant surface. Cool the kiln
for at least 30 minutes with the lid on. Caution: Removing
the lid or peeking under the lid during the cooling stage
may result in the piece cracking. Glass remains hot for a
long time, so handle with great care.
Step 9 Once cooled, clear gaps will appear in the
dichroic glass along the cut lines. Turn the piece over and
use a black permanent marker to blacken the area where
the clear gaps appear. This creates the trunk of the tree.
Step 10 Glue the circle to the Antique Circle Copper
Tag with E600. Allow the glue to dry per glue manufacturer’s instructions.
Step 11 Measure the desired length of the copper-tone
metal chain, and find the center of the chain by folding it in
half. Open the center link with pliers and hook the copper
tag with the glass onto the link. Close the link with pliers,
securing the tag to the chain. Open a link at one end of the
chain. Loop it through the remaining loose end to connect
and close link. Enjoy! FAC

Video:
Glass Cutting Info: Learn to cut glass, watch a video at:
http://www.diamondtechcrafts.com/default.aspx?page=
itemView&itemsysid=186709).

Scoring a Circle
• Circles can be scored freehand or with a circle cutter. To score freehand, use
a marker and draw desired circle size on the glass surface.
• Line up the cutting wheel with the intended score line. Apply light to moderate pressure to the cutting wheel and push away, following the perimeter of
the circle. Do not rescore or overlap score lines. Do not move the cutter
back and forth on the glass. One even score is all it takes.
• Turn the glass over onto a piece of corrugated cardboard or towel with the
score line facing down.
• Using your finger, press along the score line. The score “run” or appear to
crack ever so slightly.
• Turn the glass back over, with scored side up. Since the nature of a glass
score is to travel in a straight line, score tangent lines from the outside curve
of the circle to the glass edge. A tangent line should “just touch” the outside
curve of the circle. Run each of these tangent score lines with a running pliers or hands. Circle should breakout smoothly.
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Painting & Slumping

lesson plan

Snowmen

Glass
Dish
By Paula McCoy

T

hese projects are done on both window (float) glass
and 96 COE glass. On the window glass plate the
edge of the plate uses two colors that are sifted on to
give the illusion of the Blue Frit used on the 96 COE piece.
Step 1 Clean both sides of the glass by scrubbing with
powdered cleanser such as Comet. Rinse well. Determine
the correct side of the glass to paint on by watching the
way the water comes off the glass. On one side of the
glass, the water will sheet off, and on the other side it
tends to bead up and fall off. Paint on the side that the
water sheets off. When correct side is determined, dry the
glass with a lint-free paper towel keeping the correct side
up. After cleaning, handle the glass by the edges only, or
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using paper towel, as fingerprints will show after firing. If
using 96 COE glass, clean it with alcohol and dry with lintfree cloth.
Step 2 Place the glass over the pattern. Do not touch the
surface of the glass, as fingerprints can show when the
piece is fired.
Step 3 Place Black Outline in the Squeeze Bottle with a
Fine Black Tip or in the Gizmo. Practice outlining on a scrap
glass or tile to get the hang of it, and until there is a consistent flow of product.
Step 4 When ready, trace over pattern to outline the design. Keep the Tip clean from drips or any build-up of color
by wiping it off on a damp sponge or paper towel.

Painting & Slumping
Technique Tip:

Lesson Plan

When tracing and working on a glass project, a light
board is recommended. The light board allows you to
see if colors are touching the outline and if there is a
solid coverage of color. Although it is not essential to
use a light board, it does make it easier to work. If
one is not available, prop up the far side of the glass
with a dry sponge. This will allow light to shine under
the glass and help to determine the coverage. Pick
up the glass by the edges and look under it also
every now and then to check the color coverage.

Objectives
• Create a bowl using a sagging mold
• Paint a design on glass with even coverage
• Add frit as a decorative addition to a
painted-glass piece

Step 5 Using a palette knife, place a small amount of
color on the tile or in a paint well. Start with about dimesize amount of color, add a few drops of Glass Color Medium,
and mix with either palette knife or brush. Continue to add
a drop or two and mix until the paint is about the thickness
of cream or a white-school-glue consistency. The mixed colors should be thin enough to flatten out when applied to
the glass. If the color is too thick, and the brush marks do
not smooth out, add a drop of water to thin. If the colors are
too thin they will tend to run when applied to the glass.
Add a bit more powder to thicken. Remember to mix only
what will be used at this time, and discard any that is left.
Step 6 Using a fully loaded, soft Taklon liner, drip, puddle, etc. in the center of the outlined area and push the color
to the outline using the tip of the brush. Try not to go over
the outlining. Raise the glass up to see if there is an even
coverage and that the outline is not being touched. Also, a
light table can be used while you are working to see if the
colors are solid and filled-in.
Step 7 With a liner, fill in the following areas with the
colors listed. Refer to the provided photos and color guide.
• Blue mittens and stripes—Sapphire Blue
• Red hearts, cuffs, hat, scarf and mittens—Vermillion
• Green shirt, stripes, mittens and dots on the blue horizontal stripes—Leaf Green
• Yellow stars, hat, stripes, neck and bottom of green
shirt—Yellow Ochre
• Orange noses and dots on yellow collar and lower edge
of shirt—Pumpkin
• Top hat—Cobalt Black
• Faces and Bodies—Mixture of 2-parts Glacier White with
1-part White Sparkle; highlights on the black hat
Remember: While filling in the face, avoid covering the
checks, nose and detail lines.
• Cheeks—Rosewater Pin

Materials
Glass: By System 96
(Spectrum & Uroboros available through Delphi)
Clear 10" Round (96 COE)
2306-96 Cobalt Blue Opalescent Medium Frit (96 COE)
Brand of Choice:
10½" Round Window Glass/Float Glass
Glass Saggers: By Colors for Earth
CS123-F 9½" Sunburst Glass Sagger
CS121-F 11½" Ripple Plate Glass Sagger
Colors: By Colors for Earth
Glass Colors
GM300 Glass Medium
GO-331 Outline Black
G301 Cobalt Black
G302 Glacier White
G310 Vermillion
G318 Pumpkin
G324 Yellow Ochre
G333 Rosewater Pink
G343 Sapphire Blue
G344 Powder Blue
G361 Leaf Green
GS-501 White Sparkle
CSP70-Relief Motif
Color Concentrates:
CC101 Cobalt Black
Brushes: Brand of Choice
#0 or #1 Taklon Liner
Mini, Taklon Fan
Miscellaneous: By Colors for Earth
GlaStar Circle Cutter from Colors for Earth
Gizmo
Outline Bottle with Tip Kit—Fine Tip
By Bullseye:
ThinFire Firing Paper
By Delphi Glass:
75803 ½" Sifter
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Technique Tip:
Touch-ups—If some of the outline where two colors meet
has been lost, there are two ways to touch these up.
• Place some Outline Black on a tile, load a liner and
go over the lines needing to be touched up.
• Use thinned Cobalt Black to go over the lines needing to be touched up.
The areas where Cobalt Black is applied will be
shiny, but the Outline Black areas will have a matte
finish. So be consistent with touchups.
Step 8 Using the liner, apply a generous amount of Relief Motif apply on each of the hat tassels and edge of the
stocking hats. These areas will become slightly raised.
Step 9 All glass color needs to be dry before detailing.
Using Cobalt Black slightly thinned down, add accent
strokes on the lower body and right side. Also, touch up any
outlining that has been covered up.
Window-Pane Glass Edging:
Step 10 After all the design areas are completely dry, apply
a small amount of Glass Medium to a 2 to 3-inch area
around the edge with a mini fan brush. Work in small areas,
as the Medium will dry.
Step 11 Place Powder Blue powder in ½-inch sifter. Hold
this over the area where Glass Medium was just applied.

Tap the Sifter with a palette knife while moving it along the
edge of piece. Try keeping an even color application.
Step 12 Put some Sapphire Blue powder in the ½-inch
sifter and, again tap the Sifter with a palette knife over the
same area, keeping the color even. Move quickly, as the
Medium will dry quickly.
Step 13 Repeat steps 11-12 around the piece sprinkling
the Powder Blue first and then the Sapphire Blue second.
With a dry brush, dust off these colors from any design
areas or other areas where these colors are not desired.
Brush any stray powder back toward the edge of glass.
Keep brush clean while working.
96-COE Glass Edging:
Step 10 After all the design areas are completely dry, apply
a small amount of Glass Medium to a 2 to 3-inch area.
Step 11 Place Powder Blue powder in small sifting cup
with handle, and hold it over the area where the Medium
was applied. Tap the sifter with a palette knife while
moving along the edge of piece. Try to keep an even
color application.
Step 12 While this area is still wet, sprinkle on some
Cobalt Blue Medium Frit over the Powder Blue areas. Continue sprinkling both the powder and the frit around the
edge until it is complete.
Step 13 With a dry brush, dust off any powder or frit on the
design areas or other areas where these colors are not desired.
Brush any stray powder back toward the edge of the glass.

Technique Tip:

Technique Tip:

If the glass is being fired in a cone-sitter kiln, fire it in
the center of the kiln. Place the kiln shelf about 5 to
6 inches below the cone sitter and about 5 to 6
inches above the cone sitter for the best placement
when fusing glass.

Glass can be placed on a kiln washed shelf, ThinFire
Paper, or in a prepared glass sagger of choice with
the painted side up. Glass should be the same diameter as the sagger or a little smaller, but never larger
than the sagger.
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Technique Tip:
If glass is fired too hot, it may stick to the sagger, the
Free Dust will prevent the glass from sticking to—and
ruining—the sagger. Apply Free Dust with either a soft
mop brush or by putting it into a piece of old pantyhose and pouncing it on. Only a light dusting is needed.
Step 14 (Frit glass
edging only skip this
step if not working
with frit) Fuse the
Cobalt Blue to the glass
circle prior to sagging.
Place the piece on
ThinFire Shelf Paper
and lay it flat on the
kiln shelf. Fire the
piece to cone 016 of
1,420°F to fuse the
Cobalt Blue to the
glass. Allow the glass
to cool to room temperature before removing from the piece
from the kiln.
Step 15 Place the glass on the Sunburst Sagger lined
with a dusting of Free Dust (applied with a soft mop brush)
or ThinFire paper to prevent the glass wear and tear to the
sagging mold.
Step 16 Allow the kiln to cool completely before removing glass, as the thermal shock from warm to room
temperature could cause the glass to break. If glass
did not drop into
sagger properly,
it needs to be refired to a hotter
temperature, but do
not remove it from the
sagger. If it is removed
and placed in a differ-

Technique Tip:
If glass should pull glass separator off the sagger,
sand it down and reapply the glass separator and refire the sagger to 07 before using with sagger again.
The only time the glass separator needs to be reapplied is if the glass should stick to and pull it off areas
of the sagger.

Brand of Choice:
Sponge
Powdered Cleanser
Palette with Paint Wells
Water Bowl
Palette Knife
Paper Towels
Light Board (Optional)
Lint-Free Paper Toweling
Rubbing Alcohol
Lint-Free Cloth
Scrap of Glass or a Tile
Free Dust
Contact the Artist
Paula McCoy
104 Finneyoaks Lane
Weatherford, Texas 76085
(817) 677-5020
www.colorsforearth.com
ceramicsbypaula@prodigy.net

ent groove than it was fired the first time, it could cause the
piece to crack.
Step 17 Rinse the glass and remove any glass separator
or ThinFire paper residue. The piece is ready to use. FAC

Technique Tip:
If you are using a Cone-Setter Kiln and the piece
doesn’t fall into shape when it was fired to cone 016,
re-fire it to 015. When re-firing, do not remove the
glass from mold. If it is placed back in sagger in a different groove, it could cause the piece to break. In a
ceramic kiln with a kiln setter, fire the piece to cone
015 or 1,450°F. Leave the peep holes closed during
firing, but vent lid ¼ inch during the entire firing and
cooling cycle.
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Finish Focus

The Basics of

Wet-Brushing
& Drybrushing
Create a look with depth and dimension with these two great techniques.

“T

This article initially ran in the August 2005 issue of Fired
Arts & Crafts.

hat piece would look really nice if it were
drybrushed,” says the teacher. What does
this mean? Drybrushed, wet-brushed, they
are the same thing and give the same results,
right? No, they are not the same thing and actually just give similar looks. The techniques of each process
are quite different.
Many people think of highly detailed wildlife pieces in reference to the terms wet-brushing and drybrushing. However,
these techniques are not limited to wildlife. Even smooth surfaces with little detail can be colored with these procedures.
The trick is knowing the proper way to apply the colors.
Another myth is a dry or wet-brushed project must start
by painting the ceramic item completely black. Black is a
great color to start with to create depth, but almost any color
can be used as a basecoat. Sometimes black is just too
harsh, and a lighter brown will work better. Other times you
may find yourself using all kinds of base colors on the same
piece. Generally, a darker color is used as the base, and
lighter shades or colors are applied with the drybrushing
and wet-brushing methods.
Wet-brushing is done with a wet brush, while drybrushing is done with a dry brush. Wet-brushing will generally give quicker results because more color is applyed at
one time. However, be careful, it is easier to get accidental
streaks of color with this technique. Drybrushing, on the
other hand, requires more coats of color to build-up, but
since less color and moisture are in the brush, blotches or

streaks of color are less likely. Both methods take practice,
but both, sometimes together, can be used to create a number of projects.
What is Wet-Brushing?
Wet-brushing is a term used to describe the method of applying acrylic colors to ceramic pieces. By using the wetbrushing technique, the ceramist can apply vivid colors and
retain the sharp details in the ceramic piece. After wetbrushing, the colors and details of the ceramic piece are further enhanced with washes of color and shading in the
detail areas of the piece.
As a result of wet-brushing, the finished ceramic piece
appears very realistic with beautiful, bright colors and
sharp details.
How to Wet Brush
A half-inch, flat square shader is most often used for wetbrushing. Occasionally, a smaller shader may be used for
small areas of a ceramic piece. Always wet the brush with
water before loading it with color. Blot the excess water
from the brush by pressing the ferrule (metal part holing
bristles) on a paper towel, allowing the water to be absorbed by the paper towel.
Load the color heavily onto both sides of the end of the
brush. Brush the color back and forth on plain paper before
applying to the piece. The color should remain near the end
of the brush and not collect up near the ferrule. The color
should be uniformly worked into the bristles of the brush, so
when the brush is stroked across them, the color stays on
the raised details.
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Wet Brushing

Wet brush and load with color.

Work color on paper.

When applying color to the ceramic piece, the color in the
brush should be gently stroked across the detail, not dusted
or stroked back and forth.
When wet-brushing over a black, base-coated ceramic
piece, usually two coats of color are sufficient. The color
should be applied evenly, with no cloudy or patchy areas.
While wet-brushing a ceramic piece, the color may begin
to appear too dry on the details. If this occurs, dip only the tip
of one corner of the brush in water and reload the brush with
color. Be careful not to add too much water to the brush or the
color will seep into the details or appear cloudy as it is applied. After loading the brush with color, always brush it back
and forth on paper before applying it to the ceramic object.

color (from the tip of the brush) gradually fading out. The intensity of the shading can be controlled by varying how
much of the brush bristled are dipped into the color when
loading the brush. Always load the tip of the brush into full
strength and not watered-down color.
When shading the ceramic piece, make a brushstroke on
plain paper before applying to the object. This will ensure the
desired amount of color is on the brush. Varying the amount
of color or water in the brush can create different effects.
Load a small amount of color onto the entire end of the
brush to evenly shade or tint an area of the piece. Like corner-loading with a wash, the brush should be dipped in
water before beginning. With the excess water blotted onto
a paper towel, make a few brushstrokes on plain paper to
allow water and color to blend in the brush before applying
color to the ware. When applying the wash to the piece, the
color should tint the basecolor without flooding into the
crevices. If flooding occurs, blot out more water from the
brush onto the paper towel. Allow the washes to thoroughly
dry before applying a second coat of color.

Shading the Piece After Wet Brushing
After wet-brushing the ceramic piece, shading and washes
are applied to further enhance and bring out the details.
Shading is done with a half-inch flat shader (or smaller if the
area to be shaded is small). Dip the brush into water and
lightly blot it on paper towel before loading the color. The
brush is corner-loaded with color and the color is applied to
the area to be sharpened or enhanced. When applied to the
ceramic pieces, the water in the brush will allow the color to
float onto the surface of the ware with the more concentrated

Stroke color across detail.
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About Brushes for Wet Brushing
Good quality brushes are essential for successfully completing the wet-brushing technique. Choose synthetic bristle,

Apply additional layers to build up color.

Dry Brushing

Load dry brush with color.

Work color on paper.

high-quality brushes. A half-inch flat square shader is the
most important brush needed. The ends of the brushes
should come together at a nice chisel edge when wet or
loaded with color and not fan out. Also needed is a good
quality liner for lining and detail work. Use various other
brushes, depending on personal preferences, including a
round detail and a small flat shader.
Drybrushing
Drybrushing is a technique where just enough color is left
in the brush to tint the piece in gradual layers. This method
of application is done with a stiff brush. Work the brush into
the color, and then wipe the excess color onto a lint-free
cloth, paper towel, coffee filter or brown paper bag until the
bristles feel almost dry. Work the brush back and forth several times. When little color remains in the brush, it is ready
to use for drybrushing.
The brush is worked in a soft back and forth motion until
an evenly blended coat of color is achieved. In drybrushing,
the color is slowly deposited, building up in layers. Some
people describe this motion as tickling, dusting or dancing
the color onto the surface. A heavier pressure of the brush
will distribute more color onto the ware. A gradual building
up of color is the desired effect.

While painting, the brush may or may not be cleaned in
between colors to give a better mixture of colors. If the
brush is cleaned between colors, all moisture should be
removed by squeezing the brush in a paper towel before
again loading the brush with color. It is better to let the
brush dry completely, as the added moisture from the
brush will effect the drybrushing technique. Allowing a
couple of minutes of drying time to pass before the next
color is applied works best. Working too fast between
color applications can cause the previous color to be lifted
off the piece.
The general technique for drybrushing can vary depending upon the base-coat color applied to the piece.
Some techniques call for a dark color, such as black or dark
brown, to be applied first to the entire surface of the ware.
Then drybrushing of various colors in sequence is done to
achieve the final effect. Other techniques call for applying
a dark hue and then slowly apply lighter shades of the hue.
Either technique is acceptable as long as the desired effect
is ultimately achieved.
Wet-brushing information was taken from the book
Wet Brushing by Sally Ann Denno. This publication is no
longer in print. Drybrushing Information courtesy of
Mayco Colors. FAC

Dust color back and forth over detail.

Apply additional layers and colors.
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Clay

lesson plan

105 Copper Penny on
top textured area and
ClayPuzzling RG600
Copper Matte on
the bottom

Textured

Raku

Puzzling
By Michael Harbridge

Amaco R-18 Lustrous Copper over entire vase

S

Creating Three-Dimensional Shapes
tep 1 Dust the interior of the Bisque Puzzler Mold
removing any dust or debris in the cavity.
Step 2 Tear off pieces of Raku Clay and flatten them
to the desired, uniform thickness. This can be accomplished either by pressing the clay between your fingers and thumb or by rolling it over the surface with an object
like a rolling pin, dowel or other round object. If planning to create
deep textures, make certain to start with thicker pieces of clay.
Step 3 Press the flattened pieces of clay into each part of the
mold cavity, slightly overlapping one another. Do not go past
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Raku is a fun experience even the
most seasoned artists love to do.
It’s always a surprise when
you open the metal can to
see what waits inside.

3

the seam line where the molds will meet. Excessive clay
between these parts will not allow the mold to fit together properly.
Step 4 Use a towel to press over the entire clay surface
forcing the clay chunks together and filling in any gaps.
Step 5 Place a long coil
of clay along one side
along the seam line. This
should run parallel to the
seam line and not go
above it; if clay goes above
the seam line, it will prevent the mold from properly coming together.
5
Step 6 Lift the half of
the mold without the coil and turn it over slowly making
certain the clay is stuck to the mold and will not fall out
when it is completely turned over. If the clay appears to be
ready to fall out, drip a small amount of water between the
clay and the mold in a few spots and press the clay. Wrap
your hands around the edges of the mold so if the clay does
fall out, it can be caught.
Step 7 Place the mold halves together and wrap the Velcro Strap around it, securing tightly.
Step 8 Stand the
mold
up and reaching
8
in with your hand (or
Press Tool), press the
coil of clay so it attaches the clay on
both mold parts. Work
this area until both
halves are attached.
Remember: Not pressing enough will result in open pockets in the clay.
Step 9 Remove the Velcro Strap and gently pry the mold
halves apart. Do not force the mold parts if they do not come
apart easily. Sometimes the molds will need to sit for a
while, allowing the clay to firm up before the mold is ready
to be opened. Forcing it open could cause the piece to split.
Step 10 Once one part of the mold is removed the half
with the clay shape may need to sit until firm enough to
stand on its own. Remove the other mold half when the
piece can stand without collapsing.
Step 11 Place the clay shape on a turntable or banding wheel. Place newspaper under the shape to prevent
it from sticking to the surface. Use the Metal Rib from the
Basic Pottery Tool set to smooth any seam lines or gaps.
Do not use water to smooth imperfections at this time, as
too much water can result in the shape becoming soft,
potentially collapsing.

Clay

Lesson Plan
Objectives
• Work with moist clay to puzzle three-dimensional and
flat shapes.
• Add textures and stamp patterns in clay.
Materials List
Clay: By Continental Clay
Low-Fire Raku Moist Clay
Puzzler Molds: By ClayPuzzling.com
BP339 Deep Small Bowl Puzzler Mold (with Velcro
Strap)
BP341 Large Round Vase Puzzler Mold (with Velcro
Strap)
Tools: By Clay Puzzling.com
PPT1 Press Tool
RT1 Raku Tongs
LG1 Raku Gloves
By Shimpo:
BW25H Shimpo High Banding Wheel
By Royal & Langnickel Brush Mfg.
RSET-POT7 Wooden Sculpting Tools
RSET-POT1 Complete Pottery Tool Set
• Needle Tool
• Press Tool
• Sponge
• Metal Rib
• Wooden Rib
Colors: By ClayPuzzling.com
RG600 Copper Matte Raku Glaze
By Mayco:
RK-105 Copper Penny
RK-100 Black Metallic
RK-101 Copper Metallic
RK-102 Patina Metallic
By Amaco
R-18 Lustrous Copper
Brushes: By Royal & Langnickel Brush Mfg.
RART-115 Hake Brush Set
SG825-6 Soft Grip Bristle Fan
Stamps: by Royal & Langnickel Brush Mfg.
CCS-006 Leaf Décor Stamps
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Bisque: Brand of Choice
Plain Plate
Miscellaneous: Brand of Choice
Small Towel
Small Sheets of Drywall or Newspaper
(for work surface)
Combustible Material
Metal Trash Can (with lid)
Protective Clothing
Wire Brush
Kiln Requirements:
• Digital kiln capable of firing to cone 04 or manual
kiln with pyrometer capable of firing to cone 04
• Capable of holding the size objects created
Contact the Artist
Michael Harbridge
P.O. Box 108
Iola, WI 54945
(715) 281-6450
info@claypuzzling.com

13
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12
Step 12 Use the Wooden Sculpting Tools to add textures
to the moist clay. Play around with the different tools in the
assortment. Each tool is capable of making a variety of patterns and textures. Try the tools out in scraps of moist clay
to see what can be achieved before working on the shape.
The thickness of the clay shape at this point will determine
how deep the textures will be. Use caution as to not pierce
through the clay.
Step 13 (optional) If stamped patterns are desired, follow
these instructions before the clay becomes too firm. It’s always easiest to include stamped patterns in areas where a
hand can be placed inside the clay shape for support. If a
hand cannot be placed inside, try using the Press Tool.
• Place the stamp in the desired spot and press over with
the towel until it’s pressed all the way into the clay. The
towel is used so fingerprints do not appear around the
stamp pattern.
• Use the Needle Tool from the Basic Pottery Tool Set
to pick the edge of the stamp and pull it out of the clay.
Repeat process until the entire design
is completed.
Step 14 Allow the shape to dry completely while setting on drywall or several layers of newspaper before firing to
cone 04. The thickness of the ware will
determine how long it needs to dry. It’s
recommended to place the items appearing to be dry directly on top of a kiln during a firing to heat the object and remove
any remaining moisture.
Step 15 Apply the desired Raku glazes
using the Hake (on smooth areas) and
Bristle Fan (on textured areas) following
the instructions on the label. Follow the
Raku Firing Process steps to complete.

Creating Flat Objects
Step 1 Select a bisque shape and
use a large brush to remove any
dust or debris.
Step 2 Puzzle pieces of clay,
covering the entire surface
and press with a towel to
close any gaps. Flip the clay
over and press the other
side. This is done to ensure
the clay shape will not
crack or pull apart with
the pieces of clay join as
the clay dries or is fired.
Do not allow the clay to
go over the edge of the
bisque shape. Clay pieces
can crack while drying
(and shrinking) if they
catch on the edges.
Step 3 Press stamps (if
desired) into the clay with
a towel and remove them
with the Needle Tool.
Step 4 Use the Wooden
Sculpting Tools to add textures.
Use scraps of moist clay to experiment with textures before working on
the shape. The Wooden Rib from the
Basic Pottery Set works well for adding
texture around the edges of the shapes.
Step 5 Allow the clay to firm up and remove
it from the bisque shape and place on drywall or
several layers of newspaper to dry.
Step 6 Allow sufficient drying time for the pieces, and
fire them to cone 04.
Step 7 Apply the desired Raku glazes using the Hake (on
smooth areas) and Bristle Fan (on textured areas) following
the instructions on the label. Follow the Raku-Firing Process
steps below to complete.

2

3

Mayco RK-101Copper on sides and RK 105
Copper Penny down center

4
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Raku-Firing Process Tips
Digital kilns are the best option for this firing process. However, manual kilns can also be used with a pyrometer. Here
are some important points to remember regardless of the
kiln used.
• Always place the kiln away from flammable objects as
close to the exit nearest to where the trash cans will be
placed outdoors. The kiln will be opened when it’s close to
1,700°F and a considerable amount of heat will leave it.
• Make sure pets like cats and dogs are secured away
from the kiln. You don’t want them catching fire as you try
to remove items from the kiln.
• Use protective gear. Protect every part of your body from
heat. Wear long pants, heavy shoes and clothing covering
your arms. Heavy, heat-resistant gloves should also be
worn. Don’t wear loose clothing that could easily catch fire.
A welding-type mask and hood can also be worn.
• Wear a mask to prevent too much smoke from being
inhaled.
• Have a fire extinguisher handy. It’s not likely it will be
needed, but it’s always good to have it nearby, just in case.
• Always pull long hair back.
• Let the pieces totally cool in the can, especially if they
are thick and heavy. Don’t remove items while they are hot
and dunk them in cold
water. This will
often crack

items cast with regular slip. Clean objects as they come out
of the can with a wire brush to remove carbon and ash.
• Raku firing is one of the most exciting and rewarding
ceramic processes. The more you fire, the more you learn.
There are so many factors going into how the piece will
turn out; the temperature you pull at, the temperature outside that day, how fast the item goes into the can, how fast
the paper ignites, how long the piece is held in the flames
before it is set down, and how quickly the flames are put
out when the lid is put on the can. No two firings or pieces
will turn out exactly the same. The application of the glaze
and the entire firing process play rolls in the final result.
• Commercial glazes under and in combination with Copper Matte Raku Glaze also work great. You may find some
nice reactions you don't expect.
• Due to the technique and firing process, Raku is not designed to hold water and is for decorative purposes only.

3
Raku-Firing Process with a Digital Kiln
Step 1 Place glazed items into the kiln. It’s best to dryfoot (not glaze) the bottom of ware and avoid using
stilts. Stilts can stick to the bottom of items when
they are removed from the kiln and pop loose before the object is placed in the trash can. These
stilts will be very hot and can burn the floor or hit
other things like your feet.
Step 2 Program the kiln to do the following,
and press start.
• Heat to 1,730°F as quickly as possible.
• Hold for 10 minutes.
• Cool to 1,690°F and hold for 3 hours. (Hold
time can vary, dependent upon how many items
are being fired. It’s usually best to do a few hours
hold so the kiln does not shut off and cool before
all items are removed.)
Step 3 While the kiln fires, prepare the trash
can(s) by placing several layers of newspaper

around the interior of the can. Cover all
sides and bottom.
Step 4 Wearing all protective gear, disconnect power to the kiln and lift the lid.
Try to turn your body and face away from
the kiln while lifting the lid to avoid the
rush of heat from hitting your face.
Step 5 Reach into the kiln with the
metal tongs and remove one item, immediately placing it into the paper-lined
trash can. While lowering the item into
the can, gently touch the paper-lined
sides to ignite them.
Step 6 As the paper begins to flame, tip
and turn the Raku item in the flames with the
use of the tongs. Don’t just drop it in the can.
The flames will help with the colors.
Raku-Firing Process with a Manual Kiln
If using a manual kiln for Raku firing, it’s imperative to
have a digital pyrometer to monitor the temperature in the
kiln. An analog (needle) pyrometer will work, but a digital
pyrometer will give the most accurate reading. You will not
be relying on the cones turning off the kiln, and will need
to keep an eye on the temperature readout.
Step 1 Place an 06 cone in the kiln sitter and insert the
pyrometer probe though an opening in kiln somewhere
near the center.
Step 2 Turn the kiln on and flip all switches to high.
Step 3 Watch for the pyrometer to reach 1,730°F.

3

Mayco RK102 Patina on one side,
RK-100 Black Metallic on the other and ClayPuzzling
RG600 Copper Metallic on the leaves

Step 4 While the kiln fires, prepare the trash can(s) by
placing several layers of newspaper around the interior of
the can. Cover all sides and the bottom.
Step 5 Once the kiln reaches 1,730°F, a hold for 10 minutes needs to be achieved. You need to turn some of the
switches down or off to create the hold. Every kiln with be
different so you’ll need to play around turning switches so
the temperature holds around 1,730°F. It can go a few degrees above and a few degrees below.
Step 6 After holding 10 minutes, turn the kiln completely off.
Step 7 Wearing all protective gear, disconnect power to
the kiln and lift the lid. Try to turn your body and face away
from the kiln as the lid is lifted to avoid the rush of heat
from hitting your face.
Step 8 Reach into the kiln with the metal tongs and remove one item, immediately placing it into the paper-lined
trash can. While lowering the item into the can, gently
touch the paper-lined sides to ignite them.
Step 9 As the paper begins to flame, tip and turn the
Raku item in the flames with the use of the tongs. Don’t just
drop it in the can. The flames will help with the colors. FAC
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A
EEXHIBITORS

ASSOCIATION

YOU’LL HAVE MORE FUN &
LEARN MORE FOR LESS AT AN EA
SHOW! SHOW SCHEDULE 2009

• Phoenix, AZ
January 8-9, 2010
Arizona Fair Grounds Wesley Bolsin Building
1826 W McDowell

• San Bernardino, CA
January 15-16, 2010
National Orange Show
689 “E” Street

• Atlanta, GA
Febraury 26-27, 2010
Gwinnett County Fairgrounds
2405 Sugarloaf Parkway

• Kansas City, MO
March 19-20, 2010
Business & Technology College
1775 Universal Ave.

• San Bernardio, CA
June 18-19, 2010
National Orange Show
689 “E” Street
Show Hours:
Fri. & Sat. 10:00 am To 4:00 pm
Sun. 11:00 am To 4:00 pm
For show contracts go to
www.ceramicdollshows.com
Call: 479-409-4000
Fax: 479-751-7028

EVENTcalendar
ARIZONA

January 8-9, 2010

Phoenix Ceramics Show
Arizona State Fairgrounds, Wesley
Bolin Building, 1826 W. McDowell
Rd., Phoenix, AZ 85007 Ceramic and
Doll Show and Sale. 10am to 4 pm
Contact: Tim Hayes, (479) 409-4000,
tim@shilohmolds.com,
www.ceramicdollshows.com

CALIFORNIA

January 15-16, 2010

San Bernidino Ceramics Show
Orange Show Event Center, Dome
Building, 689 South E. St.
San Bernadino, CA 92408 Ceramic
& Doll Show and Sale. 10am to 4pm
Contact: Tim Hayes, (479) 409-4000,
tim@shilohmolds.com,
www.ceramicdollshows.com

June 18-19, 2010

San Bernidino Ceramics Show
Orange Show Event Center, Dome
Building, 689 South E. St.
San Bernadino, CA 92408 Ceramic
Doll Show and Sale. 10am to 4pm
Contact: Tim Hayes, (479) 409-4000,
tim@shilohmolds.com,
www.ceramicdollshows.com

GEORGIA

February 26-27, 2010

New for 2010
FREE FREIGHT on any size order
placed on our new website:
Enter 4TINA (Special Code)
at checkout and receive 10%
off your first order!
www.CraftersComponents.com
Packing & handling charges apply

Atlanta Ceramics Show
Gwinnett County Fairgrounds 2405
Sugarloaf Parkway Lawrenceville,
GA 30045 Ceramic & Doll Show and
Sale. 10am to 4pm Contact: Tim
Hayes, (479) 409-4000,
tim@shilohmolds.com,
www.ceramicdollshows.com

IOWA

May 21-23, 2010

Midwest Regional Porcelain Painters
Show Show Grand River Center, 500
Bell Street, Dubuque, IA 52001 Display and sale of hand-painted porcelain and supplies, 9am to 5pm
Contact: Val Naber, (479) 409-4000,
naber1968@chibardun.net,
www.porcelainartmn.org

MINNESOTA

February 26-27, 2010

Minneapolis Ceramics Show
Anoka National Guard Armory 408
E. Main Street. Anoka, MN 55303
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Ceramic & Doll Show and Sale.
10am to 4pm Contact: Tim Hayes,
(479) 409-4000,
tim@shilohmolds.com,
www.ceramicdollshows.com

MISSOURI

March 19-20, 2010
Kansas City Ceramics Show
Business Technology College 1775
Universal Ave. Kansas City, MO
64120 Ceramic & Doll Show and
Sale. 10am to 4pm Contact:
Tim Hayes, (479) 409-4000,
tim@shilohmolds.com,
www.ceramicdollshows.com

TEXAS

March 5-7, 2010
Join Paula McCoy for a creative and
educational weekend retreat in the
country. Located about 65 miles north
of Dallas/Fort Worth in Collinsville,
Texas. Work with Colors for Earth
products including glass and raku.
Seminar, room and food included in
cost. Cost: $435.00, start on Friday at
noon until Sunday at 4 p.m. Visit:
www.colorsforearth.com/Retreats

June 4-6, 2010
(Advanced Retreat--for those
who have been to Boot Camp)
Join Paula McCoy for a creative and
educational weekend retreat in the
country. Located about 65 miles north
of Dallas/Fort Worth in Collinsville,
Texas. Work with Colors for Earth
products including glass and raku.
Seminar, room and food included in
cost. Cost: $435.00, start on Friday at
noon until Sunday at 4 p.m. Visit:
www.colorsforearth.com/Retreats

July 4-6, 2010
(Holiday Theme Retreat)
Join Paula McCoy for a creative and
educational weekend retreat in the
country. Located about 65 miles north
of Dallas/Fort Worth in Collinsville,
Texas. Work with Colors for Earth
products including glass and raku.
Seminar, room and food included in
cost. Cost: $435.00, start on Friday at
noon until Sunday at 4 p.m. Visit:
www.colorsforearth.com/Retreats

shopper’sGUIDE
ALABAMA

Dean’s Ceramics & Gifts
Montgomery
(334) 262-5510

You will find Fired Arts & Crafts at the shops listed below.

INDIANA

Brickyard Ceramics & Crafts
Indianapolis
(800) 677-3289

OHIO

Country Clay
Springfield
(937) 323-7188

Still Mid-Town Ceramics
Anniston
(256) 236-3136

Fran’s House of Ceramics
Muncie
(765) 288-7481

J M J Ceramic Supply
Kipton
(440) 775-3212

ALASKA

KANSAS

Magic Brush Ceramics, Tole &
Gifts 4-U, Fiesta Translucent
Oils
(614) 353-5178

Knick Knack Mud Shack
Wasilla
(907) 376-5793

ARIZONA

Evan’s Ceramic Supply
Wichita
(316) 262-2551

TEXAS
American Ceramic Supply
Fort Worth
(817) 535-2651
www.AmericanCeramics.com
Becky’s Ceramic Store
Laporte
(281) 471-0110

VIRGINIA
DNA Crafters Warehouse
(Crafts Are In Our Blood)
Newport News
(757) 814-6038

Country Ceramics
Queen Creek
(480) 987-3935

MARYLAND

Jackie’s Ceramics
Waldorf
(301) 645-2940

Ohio Ceramic Supply Inc.
Ravenna
(330) 296-3815
www.ohioceramic.com

ARKANSAS

Small Farm Ceramics
Westminster
(410) 876-7170

OKLAHOMA

Just Ceramics
Charlottesville
(804) 296-7103

OREGON

Lazy-Daisy Ceramics
Charlottesville
(434) 295-7801

R & R Ceramics
Jonesboro
(870) 935-9686
www.rrceramics.com

CALIFORNIA
Ceramics Castle
Glendale
(818) 241-7644

MICHIGAN

Rainbow Ceramics
Livonia
(734) 425-9250

MINNESOTA

Ceramics & Crafts Warehouse
Chino
(909) 627-4139

Continental Clay Co.
Minneapolis
(612) 331-9332
www.continentalclay.com

Duncan Ceramic Supply
Fresno
(559) 294-3288

MISSISSIPPI

COLORADO

Hobby Hut Ceramics
Canon City
(719) 275-8147

FLORIDA

Connie’s Place of Ceramics
Fort Meyers
(239) 693-2501
C&R Products
Miami
Ocala
(800) 657-7020

ILLINOIS

Allison’s Mini Mall
Havana
(309) 543-4440
Bunny’s Ceramics
Crystal Lake
(815) 459-4376
Joliet Ceramic Arts & Craft
Joliet
(815) 723-8616

Ceramics Etc.
Enid
(580) 234-5190

Georgie’s Ceramics
Portland
(503) 283-1387
www.georgies.com

PENNSYLVANIA

Aura Ceramics & Supplies
Easton
(610) 252-2872

Ja Mar Enterprises
Pelahachie
(601) 854-8900

Peggy&Renee’s Fired Art Studio
Akron
(717) 859-5566

Mar-Lyn Ceramic Supply,
West Point
(662) 494-4849

SOUTH CAROLINA

Pottery Art Studio
Norfolk
(757) 423-1518

WASHINGTON
Dragons Lair Ceramics
Sequim
(360) 681-0880

WISCONSIN

Ceramic Central
Monck’s Corner
(843) 899-5333

Marcella’s Ceramics Inc.
Beloit
(608) 362-5056

New Mexico Clay
Albuquerque
(505) 881-2350
www.nmclay.com

Coastal Ceramic Supply Inc.
Summerville
(843) 873-1211
www.coastalceramic.com

Northern Slopes Greenware Barn
Hortonville
(920) 757-9930

NEW YORK

SOUTH DAKOTA

Presch Ceramics
Milwaukee
(414) 873-7777

Rochester Ceramics & Greenware
Webster
(585) 872-6190

TENNESSEE

NEW MEXICO

T & D Ceramics
Cheektowaga
(716) 894-9209

NORTH CAROLINA

North Carolina Ceramic Supply
Linwood
(336) 853-8108

Country Time Ceramics
Rapid City
(605) 342-2505

Herold’s Ceramics
Memphis
(901) 386-2574
Glass & More
Cookeville
(931) 646-0720

CANADA
Silver Lining Studio
Oyama, BC
(250) 548-4093
Ceramic Arts & Supply
Burlington, ON
(905) 335-1515
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COLORS ’R CREATIVE

FORGET THIS CATALOG!
Check out our website - Updated Daily!

www.creative-hobbies.com
• FREE freight on any size order placed on our website.
• Duncan, Mayco & everything else you need is offered
wholesale, if you do ceramics to make money.
Packing & Handling Charges Apply On Orders Under $500.00

Call toll free 888-THE-KILN

X verything

Mayco

Glazes, Under-glazes,
Stroke n Coats &
Bisque Including 45 New
August Releases
Secure Shopping • Password Protected
Now available on line

www.maycobisque.com

1-800-349-6653

Your display
advertising
manager is

Tina...
Call (800) 331 0038
ext. 146
TinaE@jonespublishing.com

Fax 800-992-7675
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